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PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 61, 123005
Sterile neutrinos and supernova nucleosynthesis

David O. Caldwell
Institute for Nuclear and Particle Astrophysics and Cosmology, and Department of Physics,

University of California, Santa Barbara, California 93106

George M. Fuller
Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0319

Yong-Zhong Qian*
School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

~Received 12 October 1999; published 30 May 2000!

A light sterile neutrino species has been introduced to explain simultaneously the solar and atmospheric
neutrino puzzles and the results of the LSND experiment, while providing for a hot component of dark matter.
Employing this scheme of neutrino masses and mixings, we show how matter-enhanced active-sterile
(nm,t
ns) neutrino transformation followed by active-active (nm,t
ne) neutrino transformation can solve
robustly the neutron deficit problem encountered by models ofr-process nucleosynthesis associated with
neutrino-heated supernova ejecta.

PACS number~s!: 14.60.Pq, 14.60.St, 26.30.1k, 97.60.Bw
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we show how the invocation of sterile ne
trinos in a novel transformation scenario can enable the
duction of the heavy rapid-neutron-capture (r -process@1#!
elements in neutrino-heated ejecta from supernovas. Inte
ingly, the current hints of~and constraints on! neutrino os-
cillation phenomena from considerations of solar@2# and at-
mospheric neutrinos@3# and from the Liquid Scintillation
Neutrino Detector~LSND! experiment@4# are difficult to ex-
plain with only two independent neutrino mass-squared
ferences~corresponding to three active neutrino species! @5#.
By contrast, the data are explained readily in terms of n
trino oscillations with three independent mass-squared
ferences, corresponding to four neutrino masses@6,7#. How-
ever, the observed width of theZ0 @8# can accommodate onl
three light, active neutrinos. Therefore, a fit to the data
quires introducing at least one light ‘‘sterile’’ neutrino sp
cies which does not have normal weak interactions@e.g., a
Majorana SU~2! singlet neutrino#.

The most promising site forr-process nucleosynthesis
the neutrino-heated material ejected relatively long (;10 s)
after the explosion of a type II or type Ib/c supernova@9#.
However, detailed calculations of the conditions which o
tain above the neutron star remnant in suchr-process models
show that the neutron-to-seed ratio,R, is too low to allow the
production of the heaviestr-process species@10#. ~The
‘‘seed’’ nuclei which capture neutrons to make the heav
species have nuclear mass numbers between 50 and!
We requireR.100 to effect a goodr-process yield for heavy
nuclear species, but the models with conventional neut
physics and conventional equations of state for nuclear m
ter all give smaller values ofR. This is the neutron defici

*On leave from T-5, MS B283, Los Alamos National Laborato
Los Alamos, NM 87545.
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problem for these models of ther process.
In all models, R is determined by the net electron-to

baryon number~i.e., the electron fraction!, Ye : the entropy-
per-baryon in the ejecta,S: and the dynamic expansion tim
scale,tDYN , associated with the material ejection proce
@10#. Though general relativistic effects@11# and multi-
dimensional hydrodynamic outflow@12# have been invoked
to increaseS and decreasetDYN ~both of these changes fa
voring largerR) enough to solve the neutron deficit problem
these solutions are at best finely tuned. On general grou
we could argue that the only robust way to obtainR.100 in
conventionalneutrino-heatedejecta is to decreaseYe and/or
maintain its low value by invoking new neutrino physic
e.g., introducing a sterile neutrino as discussed in this pa
~By ‘‘robust’’ we mean robust to astrophysical uncertainti
in the detailed characteristics of neutrino-heated outflo!
We cannot definitively proclaim at this point that new ne
trino physics is required to understand the production
heavyr-process elements. Such a proclamation calls for
accomplishment of the following. First, we would have
establish that at least some of ther-process material origi-
nates in conventional neutrino-heated ejecta. Second,
would have to understand the thermal and hydrodyna
evolution of the very late stage neutrino-driven ‘‘winds
from a proto-neutron star.

The proposition that some of ther-process material come
from environments with intense neutrino fluxes is suppor
by recent studies of neutrino effects during and immediat
following the r process@13,14#. Perhaps more to the poin
recent observational data on the abundances ofr-process spe-
cies in old, very metal-poor halo stars in the Galaxy seem
be quite consistent with what is expected from ther-process
scenario associated with neutrino-heated ejecta@15#. How-
ever, the second issue we would have to resolve is a ve
one. Despite the extensive numerical insights into the e
phase of supernova evolution@16#, consistent and accurat
hydrodynamic scenarios for neutron stars to lose m
©2000 The American Physical Society05-1
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CALDWELL, FULLER, AND QIAN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 123005
through neutrino heating at very late times remain to be
tablished. On the positive side, Burrows@17# has recently
followed his supernova calculations long enough to see
formation of a neutrino-driven wind at late times. In the r
gion relevant for nucleosynthesis, the wind in his calcu
tions resembles in broad brush the outflow models stud
here.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we descr
a simple model for neutrino-heated outflow and discuss
associated alpha effect which causes the neutron deficit p
lem for r-process nucleosynthesis. In Sec. III, we discuss
treatment of active-sterile plus active-active neutrino tra
formation in supernovas and describe how such a trans
mation can evade the alpha effect. The consequence of
a transformation for the evolution of the electron fractionYe
in neutrino-heated outflow is studied in Sec. IV. Conclusio
are given in Sec. V.

II. NEUTRINO-HEATED OUTFLOW AND THE ALPHA
EFFECT

In what follows we adopt a simple exponential win
model for the neutrino-driven outflow above the surface
the hot proto-neutron star produced by a supernova ex
sion. In this model the enthalpy per baryon is roughly t
gravitational binding energy of a baryon, leading to a re
tion between radiusr 6 ~in units of 106 cm), entropy-per-
baryonS100 ~in units of 100 times the Boltzmann constan!,
and temperatureT9 ~in units of 109 K):

r 6'
22.5

T9S100
S MNS

1.4M (
D , ~1!

whereMNS is the mass of the proto-neutron star. Therefo
for a constant entropy per baryon characterizing the adiab
expansion of the outflow, the temperature parametrizes
radius@11#. The entropy typically will be carried almost ex
clusively by relativistic particles~photons and electron
positron pairs! so thatS'(2p2/45)gsT

3/(rNA), wheregs is
the statistical weight for relativistic particles andNA is
Avogadro’s number. This leads to a simple relation betwe
~matter! densityr and radius:

r'3.343103 g cm23S gs

11/2DT9
3S100

21

'3.83107 g cm23S MNS

1.4M (
D 3S gs

11/2DS100
24r 6

23 , ~2!

where we have scaledgs assuming its value atT9*10. As
we will be mostly interested in processes occurring atT9
*10, the dependence ongs will be suppressed hereafter.

In the exponential wind the radius of an outflowing ma
element is related to timet by r 5r 0 exp@(t2t0)/tDYN#. Here
tDYN is an assumed constant material expansion time sc
This implies an outflow velocity proportional to the radiu
v5r /tDYN , so that the neutrino-driven wind will remai
roughly self-similar for time scales on which the neutri
12300
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luminosities and energy spectra and the neutron star ra
can be regarded as constant. Clearly, at some point abov
neutron star surface the exponential wind must go over
linear expansion of the radius, i.e., a ‘‘coasting’’ outflow
Nevertheless, the exponential wind regime should enco
pass the region above the neutron star where most of
biggest obstacle to successfulr-process nucleosynthesis, th
alpha effect~see below!, is operative@13#.

In neutrino-heated ejecta, neutrino interactions with m
ter supply the requisite energy for ejection of nucleosynt
sis products. The total amount of heating through these
teractions determinesS andtDYN in the ejecta. Most of this
heating occurs close to the neutron star, andS andtDYN are
set atT9;20. However, the dominant interactions for ne
trino heating,

ne1n→p1e2 ~3!

and

n̄e1p→n1e1, ~4!

have prolonged effects on the neutron-to-proton ratio (n/p
51/Ye21) in the ejecta. First of all, in the region wher
T9*10 and free nucleons are favored by nuclear statist
equilibrium ~NSE!, the competition between the processes
Eqs. ~3! and ~4! leads to n/p'ln̄ep /lnen

;(L n̄e
^En̄e

&)/(Lne
^Ene

&). Here ln̄ep and lnen are the rates

for the reactions in Eqs.~4! and~3!, respectively;L n̄e
andLne

are the n̄e and ne energy luminosities, respectively; an
^En̄e

& and ^Ene
& are the average energies characterizing

corresponding neutrino energy spectra. Absent neutrino
cillations ~flavor and type mixings!, we expect ^Enm

&
'^En̄m

&'^Ent
&'^En̄t

&.^En̄e
&.^Ene

& and, hence,n/p.1

(Ye,0.5, corresponding to neutron-rich ejecta! @18#. We
note that the numerical value of then/p ratio depends on
careful calculation of the ratesln̄ep andlnen @19# and accu-

rate determination ofL n̄e
, Lne

, ^En̄e
&, and^Ene

& @20#. How-
ever, the alpha effect discussed below is insensitive to
value of then/p ratio obtained atT9*10.

The equilibrium of then/p ratio with thene andn̄e fluxes
described above is maintained until the ejecta pass the w
freeze-out radius~at T9;10), r WFO, beyond whichlnen ,

ln̄ep,1/tDYN and free nucleons are no longer favored

NSE @18#. However, even beyondr WFO, ne capture on neu-
trons can force down then/p ratio and, hence, the neutron
to-seed ratioR. This is the so-called ‘‘alpha effect’’@21,13#:
as material flows to regions where the composition favo
by NSE shifts from free nucleons to a mixture of free nuc
ons and alpha particles, protons will be incorporated i
alpha particles, leaving a disproportionate fraction of ne
trons exposed to the intense flux ofne . The process in Eq
~3! then converts some of these neutrons into protons~which
are then immediately incorporated into alpha particles!, thus
progressively lowering then/p ratio and, ultimately,R.
5-2
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STERILE NEUTRINOS AND SUPERNOVA NUCLEOSYNTHESIS PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 123005
The cumulative damage done to then/p ratio by ne cap-
ture on neutrons beyond the weak freeze-out radiusr WFO can
be estimated crudely by integratingdYe /dt'lnen(t)(1

22Ye) to obtain

Ye~ t !'0.51@Ye~0!20.5#exp$2lnen~0!tDYN

3@12exp~22t/tDYN!#%, ~5!

where initial values for thene capture rate on neutrons an
the electron fraction,lnen(0) andYe(0), respectively, can be

approximated as their values atr WFO. Equilibrium of the
n/p ratio with thene and n̄e neutrino fluxes at early time
requires thatlnen(0)tDYN;1. Furthermore, the produc

lnen(0)tDYN should be roughly constant for all models wi
conventional neutrino physics, since increased~decreased!
neutrino luminosity will tend to increase~decrease! lnen and

decrease~increase! tDYN proportionately.@Neutrino heating
through the processes in Eqs.~3! and ~4!, which setYe , is
the principal determinant oftDYN .# Therefore, from Eq.~5!
it can be seen that regardless of the freeze-out valueYe(0),
sufficient exposure to thene flux abover WFO will drive Ye
close to 0.5 (n/p51, i.e., no neutron excess!.

In summary, a great paradox exists forr-process nucleo-
synthesis in a neutrino-driven wind. In such a scenario
neutrinos must supply enough energy@largely through the
processes in Eqs.~3! and~4!# to lift baryons out of the gravi-
tational potential well of the neutron star. The gravitation
binding energy per nucleon near the neutron star surfac
;100 MeV. Since the averagene and n̄e energies are
;10 MeV, a nucleon must interact with neutrinos;10 times
in order to acquire enough energy for ejection from the n
tron star. In turn, this requires a sufficiently large value
lnen(0)tDYN , thus providing conditions for a pernicious a
pha effect which will cause a neutron deficit. Such a neut
deficit will preclude a successfulr process, especially th
synthesis of the heaviest nuclear species.

However, it is obvious that removal of thene flux could
neatly solve the neutron deficit problem by unbalancing
competition between the processes in Eqs.~3! and ~4! in
favor of neutron production~thus loweringYe) and by dis-
abling the alpha effect in regions beyondr WFO ~thus main-
taining a lowYe). Furthermore, as neutrino heating is ess
tially completed atT9;20 ~quite close to the neutron sta
surface!, the beneficial effects of removing thene flux can be
obtained without affecting the general thermal and hydro
namic characteristics of the neutrino-heated outflow~see Sec.
III !.

III. EVASION OF THE ALPHA EFFECT
VIA ACTIVE-STERILE PLUS ACTIVE-

ACTIVE NEUTRINO TRANSFORMATION

The existence of at least one light sterile neutrino co
provide a means to reduce thene flux at sufficiently large
radius to leave the process of neutrino-heated ejection un
dered, yet sufficiently near or insider WFO so as to disable the
alpha effect, and thereby fix the neutron deficit problem
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r-process nucleosynthesis. Thisr-process solution can be ob
tained by having an active-sterile (nm,t
ns) neutrino mass-
level crossing followed by an active-active (nm,t
ne) neu-
trino mass-level crossing.~Hereafter,ns and n̄s denote left-
and right-handed Majorana sterile neutrinos, respective!
The first mass-level crossing convertsnm andnt , which are
emitted with the highest average energy from the neut
star, into harmless sterile neutrinos. Without this, signific
conversion ofnm and nt into ne would drive the neutrino-
heated supernova ejecta to be proton rich@18#. With the su-
pernovanm andnt ‘‘sterilized’’ by the first mass-level cross
ing, the second mass-level crossing now only acts to con
ne emitted from the neutron star intonm and nt . Charged-
current capture reactions on neutrons are energetically
bidden for supernovanm andnt . The net result is that thene
flux is reduced or removed, and the alpha effect cannot
erate. Therefore, the neutron excess is preserved or pos
enhanced in this scenario.

The sequence of neutrino mass-level crossings descr
above can occur in a four-neutrino scheme@6# which has two
nearly degenerate neutrino doublets separated by a m
squared difference chosen to be compatible with the LS
nm
ne signal. In this scheme the lower mass neutrino p
would either give an active-sterilene
ns mass-level cross-
ing in the Sun or provide a ‘‘just-so’’ vacuum mixing solu
tion with dmes

2 ;10210 eV2 to the solar neutrino problem
@22#. For solving the solar neutrino problem via matte
enhancedne
ns mixing, the mass-squared splitting for th
lower mass neutrino pair must bedmes

2 &1025 eV2 @22#. The
mass-squared splitting for the higher mass neutrino pai
chosen to explain the observed atmosphericnm /ne data via
maximalnm
nt vacuum mixing.

Figure 1 shows our adopted neutrino mass scheme.
mass-squared splittings shown are chosen to meet all ex
mental constraints and to solve the neutron deficit prob
for r-process nucleosynthesis associated with neutr
heated supernova ejecta. We would requiremns

.mne
for

matter-enhancedne
ns mixing in the sun, but a ‘‘just-so’’

FIG. 1. The neutrino mass scheme discussed in this pape
doublet of~near!-maximally mixednm andnt neutrinos with mass-
squared differencedmmt

2 ;1022 eV2 is split from a doublet of
lower-massne andns by a mass-squared differencedmdoublets

2 . The
lower-mass doublet can be arranged~lower right! with maximal~or
near maximal! ne
ns vacuum mixing to give a ‘‘just so’’ solar
neutrino solution, which would requiredmes

2 ;10210 eV2. Alterna-
tively ~lower left!, the sterile neutrino could be heavier than thene

with dmes
2 &1025 eV2 to give a matter-enhanced~MSW! solution to

the solar neutrino problem. We assume thatdmdoublets
2 is much

larger than the mass-squared splittings within the doublets.
5-3
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CALDWELL, FULLER, AND QIAN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 61 123005
solution to the solar neutrino problem could havemns
,mne

as well.~Issues of compatibility with big bang nucleosynth
sis limits aside, note that some kinds of singlet ‘‘sterile ne
trinos’’ could possibly evade bounds on the ‘‘just-so
ne
ns vacuum mixing solution stemming from the Supe
and the Chlorine Experiments@23#.! In our overall mass
schemenm and nt could share the role of providing a ho
dark matter component@24#.

Of the possible four-neutrino mass patterns, this one
most successful in evading constraints. It has been sh
that limits from accelerator and reactor experiments disfa
having one dominant neutrino mass, e.g., a 311 or a 113
arrangement@25#. A two-doublet scheme withnm
ns mix-
ing ~the higher mass pair! explaining the atmospheric neu
trino anomaly andne
nt mixing ~the lower mass pair! ex-
plaining the solar neutrino puzzle is in trouble with big ba
nucleosynthesis~BBN! bounds@26#.

With an appropriate choice of mixing angles and ma
squared difference for the splitting of the doublets, the n
trino mass scheme in Fig. 1 will lead to an efficient matt
enhancednm,t
ns transition above the neutron star surfa
~and the neutrino sphere!, yet below the region where a
ordinary Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein ~MSW! @27#
matter-enhancednm,t
ne mass-level crossing would occu
@28#. Furthermore, the mass-level crossing forne with ener-
gies most relevant for determiningYe can still lie in the
region near or below the weak freeze-out radiusr WFO.

A. General description of neutrino flavor and type evolution
in supernovas

As discussed in Sec. III B, the overall problem of activ
sterile plus active-active neutrino transformation in our c
can be treated as that of two separate mass-level cross
with each mass-level crossing involving effectively only tw
neutrino flavors and types. The neutrino flavor and type e
lution through each mass-level crossing is governed b
Schrödinger-like equation

i
d

dt F ax~ t !

ay~ t !G5~Hv1He1Hnn!F ax~ t !

ay~ t !G , ~6!

whereax(t) anday(t) are the time-dependent amplitudes f
the neutrino to be in, for example, the flavor eigenstatesune&
and unm&, respectively. The propagation Hamiltonian in E
~6! is given as the sum of three termsHv , He , and Hnn

resulting from vacuum masses, forward scattering on e
trons and nucleons, and forward scattering on ‘‘backgroun
neutrinos, respectively.

In general, we can express the neutrino propaga
Hamiltonian as

Hv1He1Hnn

5
1

2 S 2D cos 2u1A1B D sin 2u1Boff

D sin 2u1Boff* D cos 2u2A2BD ,

~7!
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whereD[dm2/(2En), with En the neutrino energy anddm2

the appropriate vacuum neutrino mass-squared differencA
is the appropriate electron and nucleon background contr
tion, andB and Boff are the diagonal and off-diagonal con
tributions, respectively, from the neutrino background.~The
termsBoff andBoff* are complex conjugates of each other a
vanish in the case of active-sterile neutrino transformatio!
Note that a mass-level crossing or resonance will occur if
following condition is satisfied:

D cos 2u5A1B. ~8!

Table I gives appropriate expressions for the weak poten
A and B for all possible cases of 232 active-sterile and
active-active neutrino mixings in terms of densityr ~in
g cm23), Avogadro’s numberNA , Ye , and the effective neu-
trino numbers for each of the three active species relativ
baryons,Yne

, Ynm
, Ynt

.

The effective neutrino number for speciesa (a5e, m, t)
relative to baryons isYna

5(nna

eff2nn̄a

eff)/rNA , where, for ex-

ample, the effective number density of neutrino speciesa at
position r encountered by a ‘‘test’’ neutrino traveling in

pencil of directionsV̂ is @18,29,30#

nna

eff'(
b

1

cpRn
2

Lnb

^Enb
&E0

`

dEnb
E dV8

4p
f nb

3~Enb
!Pnb→na

~Enb
,r ,V̂8!~12V̂8•V̂!. ~9!

Here b runs over all neutrino species to be considered~in-
cluding speciesa), f nb

(Enb
) is the normalizedenergy dis-

tribution function for neutrino speciesb at its birth position

~the neutrino sphere of radiusRn), andPnb→na
(Enb

,r ,V̂8) is

the probability for an initialnb to appear as ana when en-
countering the test neutrino at positionr. In general, this
transformation probability will depend on the energyEnb

and directionV̂8 of the background neutrinonb , as well as

TABLE I. Weak potentials derived from neutrino forward sca
tering on electron and nucleon~A! and neutrino~B! backgrounds for
various channels of neutrino transformation. The corresponding
tineutrino transformation channels have opposite signs forA andB.
HereNA is Avogadro’s number,GF is the Fermi constant,r is the
matter density,Ye is the electron fraction, andYne

, Ynm
, andYnt

are
the effective neutrino numbers for the corresponding species r
tive to baryons.

Channel A B

ne
ns (3A2/2)GFrNA(Ye21/3) A2GFrNA(2Yne
1Ynm

1Ynt
)

nm
ns (A2/2)GFrNA(Ye21) A2GFrNA(Yne
12Ynm

1Ynt
)

nt
ns (A2/2)GFrNA(Ye21) A2GFrNA(Yne
1Ynm

12Ynt
)

nm
ne A2GFrNAYe A2GFrNA(Yne
2Ynm

)
nt
ne A2GFrNAYe A2GFrNA(Yne

2Ynt
)

nm
nt 0 A2GFrNA(Ynm
2Ynt

)

5-4
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STERILE NEUTRINOS AND SUPERNOVA NUCLEOSYNTHESIS PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 123005
on the positionr. The last factor in Eq.~9! contains addi-

tional dependence on the directionV̂8 of the background
neutrino.

For efficient conversion of neutrino flavors and types,
evolution of the neutrino amplitudes through the mass-le
crossing~resonance! must be adiabatic. In turn, this require
that the width of the resonance region be large compa
with the local neutrino oscillation length. The width of th
resonance region is

dr 5H tan 2u, ~10!

whereH is the scale height of the weak potential at res
nance:

H'Ud ln ~A1B!

dr U
res

21

. ~11!

The adiabaticity parameterg characterizing the evolution o
the neutrino amplitudes through resonance is proportiona
the ratio of the resonance width to the local oscillati
length:

g5
dm2

2En

sin2 2u

cos 2u
H

'4.6S dm2

6 eV2D S 25 MeV

En
D S sin2 2u

1023 D S H
7.5 kmD . ~12!

Note thatg.3 corresponds to better than 99% conversion
neutrino flavors and types.

B. Case of active-sterile plus active-active
neutrino transformation

In the context of the general scheme in Fig. 1 for neutr
masses and mixings we make several specifications to fa
tate our goal of removing the bulk of thene flux in the
appropriate region above the neutrino sphere. First we
voke maximal mixing betweennm andnt , which is consis-
tent with the SuperK atmospheric neutrino data. Furth
more, we assume that the vacuum mixing betweennm,t and
ne,s is small. In particular, we consider the following mixin
scheme between the flavor and type eigenstates and
vacuum mass eigenstates:
12300
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S une&

uns&

unm&

unt&
D 5S cosf sinf cosv sinf sinv 0

2sinf cosf cosv cosf sinv 0

0 2sinv/A2 cosv/A2 1/A2

0 sinv/A2 2cosv/A2 1/A2
D

3S ~ un1&

un2&

un3&

un4&
D . ~13!

In Eq. ~13!, the vacuum mixing betweenne andns is largely
governed by the anglef, while that betweennm and nt is
chosen to be maximal by our assumption. The anglev es-
sentially specifies the vacuum mixing betweennm,t andne,s .
For small vacuum mixing between these two doublets,
requirev!1. In Eq. ~13!, all the CP-violating phases are
ignored.

With the definition of

unm* &[
unm&2unt&

A2
~14!

and

unt* &[
unm&1unt&

A2
, ~15!

Equation~13! can be rewritten as

S une&

uns&

unm* &

unt* &
D 5S cosf sinf cosv sinf sinv 0

2sinf cosf cosv cosf sinv 0

0 2sinv cosv 0

0 0 0 1
D

3S un1&

un2&

un3&

un4&
D . ~16!

It is clear from Eq.~16! that unt* & is a mass eigenstate i
vacuum, i.e.,Hvunt* &}unt* &. In fact, unt* & is also an effective
mass eigenstate in the presence of electron and nucleon
neutrino backgrounds, i.e., (Hv1He1Hnn)unt* &}unt* &. This
is because the amplitude of forward scattering on electr
and nucleons is the same fornm and nt while the effective
number densities ofnm andnt for neutrino-neutrino scatter
ing above the neutrino sphere are the same due to the s
metry in transformations concerningnm and nt . Therefore,
the evolution ofunt* & is decoupled from that ofuns&, une&,
and unm* &.
5-5
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As discussed above, maximal mixing betweennm andnt
allows us to reduce the problem of 434 neutrino mixing
into that of mixing amongns , ne , and nm* . In the region
above, yet not too far away from the neutrino sphere,
333 neutrino mixing problem is characterized by the ma
level crossings fornm*
ns and nm*
ne transformations.
Note that althoughdmm* s

2 'dmm* e
2 in our neutrino mass

scheme shown in Fig. 1, the weak potentialsA andB in the
neutrino propagation Hamiltonian are quite different f
nm*
ns andnm*
ne transformations. The effect of the wea
potentialB from the neutrino background will be address
in Sec. IV. For simplicity, we will neglectB in the following
discussion. According to Eq.~8! and Table I, the mass-leve
crossing~resonance! for nm*
ns transformation occurs whe

dmm* s
2

2En
cos 2um* s5A2GFrNA

12Ye

2
, ~17!

while that fornm*
ne transformation occurs when

dmm* e
2

2En
cos 2um* e5A2GFrNAYe . ~18!

In Eqs.~17! and~18!, GF is the Fermi constant, andum* s and
um* e are the appropriate two-neutrino vacuum mixi
angles. From Eq.~16! we haveum* s;v cosf!1 andum* e
;v sinf!1.

In our proposed scheme to enable ther process in
neutrino-heated supernova ejecta by disabling the alpha
fect, we require that thenm*
ns conversion of relatively
high energy neutrinos take place well below the weak free
out radius. The temperature at which weak freeze-out in
ejecta occurs isT9

WFO'10. According to Eqs.~2! and ~17!,
conversion below~at smaller radii than! the weak freeze-ou
radius then requires

dmm* s
2

*3.8 eV2S T
9
WFO

10
D 3S En

25 MeVD F ~12Ye!/2

0.3 GS100
21 ,

~19!

where we have takengs511/2, consistent with the condi
tions in the ejecta forT9*T9

WFO, and scaled the result as
suming a typical value ofYe50.4 as obtained in numerica
supernova models in the absence of neutrino transforma
Similarly, for thenm*
ne resonance to occur below the wea
freeze-out radius, we require

dmm* e
2

*5.1 eV2S T
9
WFO

10
D 3S En

25 MeVD S Ye

0.4DS100
21 . ~20!

Therefore, a value ofdmm* s
2 'dmm* e

2 '6 eV2 consistent
with the LSND data would satisfy the requirements in E
~19! and ~20!.

We note that forYe.1/3, thenm*
ns resonance will oc-
cur before ~at higher density and temperature than! the
nm*
ne resonance for a given neutrino energy@cf. Eqs.~17!
and ~18!#. Specifically, the temperature at resonance is
12300
is
-

ef-

e-
e

n.

.

T9,m* s'11.6S dmm* s
2

6 eV2 D 1/3S 25 MeV

En
D 1/3F 0.3

~12Ye!/2
G1/3

S100
1/3

~21!

for the nm*
ns case and

T9,m* e'10.6S dmm* e
2

6 eV2 D 1/3S 25 MeV

En
D 1/3S 0.4

Ye
D 1/3

S100
1/3 ~22!

for the nm*
ne case. According to Eq.~1!, the radial sepa-
ration between the two resonances has a typical value
km. As shown below, this is much larger than the widths
both resonance regions.

The scale height of the weak potential for bothnm*
ns

andnm*
ne resonances can be approximated as

H'Ud ln r

dr U
res

21

'
r res

3
, ~23!

where r res is the radius for the relevant resonance, and
have neglected the change inYe compared with that inr. To
ensure adiabatic conversion and accommodate the LS
data at the same time, we require sin2 2u;1023 for u
5um* s , um* e . @This is easily achieved by havingv;1022

and f;p/4 in Eq. ~13!.# From Eq.~10!, the widths of the
nm*
ns and nm*
ne resonance regions are (dr )m* s

;(dr )m* e;0.2 km, much smaller than the separation b
tween the two resonances. Therefore, we can treat the
lution of ne as unaffected by thenm*
ns resonance and tha
of ns unaffected by thenm*
ne resonance.

So far we have restricted our discussion to the case
Ye.1/3. As the electron fractionYe gets close to 1/3, the
nm*
ns and nm*
ne resonances will approach each oth
and overlap. In addition, the weak potential governing
evolution of neutrino amplitudes will be dominated by th
neutrino background forYe'1/3. However, as discussed i
Sec. IV, the transformation of neutrino flavors and typ
coupled with the expected rapid expansion of the neutri
heated ejecta, will cause the actual value ofYe at a radius to
differ significantly from the equilibrium value correspondin
to the localne andn̄e fluxes. For interesting ranges ofdmm* s

2

and dmm* e
2 , the problematic neutrino evolution nearYe

51/3 occurs well beyond the weak freeze-out radius a
does not affect our treatment of thenm*
ns and nm*
ne

transformations discussed previously.
We have also ignored the possibility of ane
ns reso-

nance in the treatment of active-sterile neutrino transform
tion. This is because were this resonance to occur below
weak freeze-out radius, neutrino evolution through this re
nance would be grossly non-adiabatic for the neutrino ma
squared difference (dmes

2 &1025 eV2) adopted to solve the
solar neutrino problem in our neutrino mixing scheme@see
Eq. ~12!#.

To summarize the discussion in this subsection, we de
the squares of the effective neutrino masses as function
density in Fig. 2. Here we assume thatYe.1/3 and the order
of the resonances is as shown. AsYe decreases, the effectiv
5-6
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STERILE NEUTRINOS AND SUPERNOVA NUCLEOSYNTHESIS PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 123005
mass track fornm* will steepen, while that forne will flatten
out. ForYe,1/3 this trend will be so extreme that the ord
of the resonances will reverse. As noted above and discu
in Sec. IV, for our adopted neutrino mixing parameters t
reversal does not occur below the weak freeze-out radius
typical neutrino-heated outflow.

C. Removal of thene flux and evasion of the alpha effect

Based on the discussion in Sec. III B, we can regard
nm*
ns andnm*
ne resonances as filters of neutrino flavo
and types when neutrino evolution through these resona
is adiabatic. Consider the evolution of an initial neutri
state

un~ t5t0!&5aeune&1asuns&1am* unm* &1at* unt* &. ~24!

At t.tm* s , i.e., after adiabatic propagation through t
nm*
ns resonance, the neutrino state becomes

un~ t.tm* s!&'ae8une&1as8unm* &1am*
8 uns&1at*

8 unt* &,
~25!

where the primed coefficients differ from the correspond
unprimed ones in Eq.~24! only by a phase. Symbolically, th
function of thenm*
ns resonance can be described asune&
→une&, uns&→unm* &, unm* &→uns&, and unt* &→unt* &. At t
.tm* e.tm* s , i.e., after adiabatic propagation through t
nm*
ne resonance, the neutrino state becomes

un~ t.tm* e!&'ae9unm* &1as9une&1am*
9 uns&1at*

9 unt* &,
~26!

FIG. 2. Sketch of instantaneous neutrino mass levels~effective
mass-squaredmeff

2 ) as functions of matter densityr for Ye.1/3.
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where the double-primed coefficients differ from the cor
sponding unprimed ones in Eq.~24! again only by a phase
Symbolically, the function of thenm*
ne resonance can be
described asune&→unm* &, uns&→uns&, unm* &→une&, and unt* &
→unt* &.

The probabilities for the initial neutrino state in Eq.~24!
to evolve into theune&, uns&, unm* &, and unt* & states after
adiabatic propagation through thenm*
ns andnm*
ne reso-
nances can be obtained from Eq.~26! as

Pne
~ t.tm* e!'u^nsun~ t5t0!&u2, ~27!

Pns
~ t.tm* e!'u^nm* un~ t5t0!&u2, ~28!

Pnm
~ t.tm* e!

'u^nmunm* &^neun~ t5t0!&1^nmunt* &

3^nt* un~ t5t0!&exp~ iF!u2

'
1

2
~ u^neun~ t5t0!&u21u^nt* un~ t5t0!&u2!,

~29!

and

Pnt
~ t.tm* e!

'u^ntunm* &^neun~ t5t0!&1^ntunt* &

3^nt* un~ t5t0!&exp~ iF!u2

'
1

2
@ u^neun~ t5t0!&u21u^nt* un~ t5t0!&u2#.

~30!

In Eqs. ~29! and ~30! the second approximation is obtaine
by averaging over the phaseF.

From Eqs.~27!–~30! we see that after adiabatic evolutio
through thenm*
ns andnm*
ne resonances,~1! a ne emitted
from the neutron star@i.e., un(t5t0)&5une&] would become
50%nm and 50%nt ; ~2! a nm emitted from the neutron sta
@i.e., un(t5t0)&5unm&] would become 50%ns , 25% nm ,
and 25%nt ; and~3! a nt emitted from the neutron star@i.e.,
un(t5t0)&5unt&] would become 50%ns , 25% nm , and
25%nt . Clearly, as no sterile neutrinos are emitted from t
neutron star, thene flux would be removed at those energi
for which adiabatic evolution through thenm*
ns and
nm*
ne resonances is completed. Therefore, if such neutr
evolution can be engineered to occur below the weak free
out radius and convert most of thene emitted from the neu-
tron star to other species before the electron fraction f
near or below 1/3, then we will have succeeded in disabl
the alpha effect.
5-7
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IV. EVOLUTION OF THE ELECTRON FRACTION
WITH ACTIVE-STERILE PLUS ACTIVE-ACTIVE

NEUTRINO TRANSFORMATION

Consider theYe evolution of a mass-fluid element movin
outward from the neutron star surface~i.e., the neutrino
sphere!. In the absence of neutrino flavor-type transform
tion, this fluid element would be irradiated by thene , n̄e ,
nm , n̄m , nt , andn̄t fluxes emitted from the neutrino sphe
throughout its progress toward ejection.~There should not be
anappreciableflux of sterile neutrinos coming from the neu
tron star interior. Though a small sterile neutrino flux w
not affect our conclusions, it is nonetheless interesting
note that for our assumed scheme of neutrino masses
mixings, matter effects inside the proto-neutron star sho
suppress strongly the production of sterile neutrinos.! Of
course, the occurrence of thenm*
ne resonance will cause
the fluid element to experience deviation of itsYe evolution
from the standard case with no neutrino flavor-type trans
mation.

As discussed in Sec. III B, thenm*
ns resonance occur
before~at higher temperature than! thenm*
ne resonance for
Ye.1/3. Further, neutrinos with lower energies generally
through the two resonances before those with higher e
gies. Consequently, the two resonances will sweep thro
the relevant neutrino energy distribution functions wh
viewed in the frame of a fluid element as it moves from t
neutrino sphere at high temperature towards regions of lo
temperature. The energy position of thenm*
ne resonance
within the distribution functions, i.e., the resonance ene
En

RES, is related to temperatureT9 and radiusr 6 through the
resonance condition as

En
RES'29.4 MeVS dmm* e

2

6 eV2 D F 0.4

Ye1Yne
2~Ynm

1Ynt
!/2G

3S 10

T9
D 3

S100

'2.58 MeVS dmm* e
2

6 eV2 D F 0.4

Ye1Yne
2~Ynm

1Ynt
!/2G

3S 1.4M (

MNS
D 3

S100
4 r 6

3 . ~31!

When a fluid element reaches a given radius, we can
gard all ne emitted from the neutrino sphere with energi
less than the correspondingEn

RES at this radius as having
changed to eithernm or nt . Note that no conversion intone

occurs as theunm* & component of thenm or nt emitted from
the neutrino sphere with the relevant energies will have b
converted into sterile neutrinos before reaching thenm*
ne

resonance.~Adiabatic neutrino evolution through thenm*
ns

and nm*
ne resonances is assumed here.! The ne and n̄e

capture rates in the fluid element,lnen and ln̄ep , respec-
tively, will both decrease with increasing radius due to t
geometric dilution of the neutrino fluxes. However, asEn

RES
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increases, conversion intonm or nt will further decrease the
ne flux in addition to the geometric dilution. Consequent
the ratelnen for raisingYe will decrease more with increas

ing radius than the rateln̄ep for lowering Ye . One would

then expectYe to be lowered progressively as the fluid el
ment moves towards larger radius. IfYe&1/3 is reached, the
order of thenm*
ns and nm*
ne resonances will reverse
~see Sec. III B! and further reduction of thene flux will
cease. In principle this could be worrisome as the evasio
the alpha effect requires that the bulk of thene flux over a
substantial range of energies be transformed away prio
the point of alpha-particle formation.

However, in practice defeat of the alpha effect throu
removal of thene flux will be achieved for the expecte
conditions in the neutrino-heated ejecta and plausible n
trino mixing parameters. This is becausene conversion
coupled with the expected rapid expansion of the ejecta
cause the actual value ofYe at a given radius to differ sig-
nificantly from the equilibrium value corresponding to th
local ne and n̄e fluxes. This equilibrium value at radiusr is
defined as

Ye
EQ~r ![

lnen~r !

lnen~r !1ln̄ep~r !
. ~32!

As discussed above, in the presence of neutrino flavor-t
transformation, the decrease oflnen due to conversion ofne

into nm or nt in addition to the geometric decrease comm
to both lnen and ln̄ep tends to lowerYe

EQ at larger radius.

Thus we havedYe
EQ/dr,0.

On the other hand, theYe evolution of a fluid element
prior to the point of alpha-particle formation is governed

v~r !
dYe~r !

dr
5lnen~r !2@lnen~r !1ln̄ep~r !#Ye~r !,

~33!

wherev(r ) is the outflow velocity at radiusr. To first order,
the solution to Eq.~33! is

Ye~r !'Ye
EQ~r !2

v~r !

lnen~r !1ln̄ep~r !

dYe
EQ~r !

dr
. ~34!

As the fluid element moves to larger radius, the convers
‘‘front’’ at En

RES moves towards the high-energy end of t
ne energy distribution function~shown schematically in Fig
3!, causingYe

EQ to decrease. However, according to Eq.~34!,
this acts to increaseYe aboveYe

EQ. Further, a larger increas
is obtained for a larger outflow velocityv corresponding to a
more rapid expansion of the fluid element. Consequen
flavor evolution ofne with energies important for determin
ing Ye can occur withYe*1/3 in the rapidly expanding
neutrino-heated ejecta for a range of outflow conditions a
neutrino mixing parameters.

As indicated in Eq.~31!, the resonance energyEn
RES at a

given radius depends on the effective neutrino numbers r
5-8
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STERILE NEUTRINOS AND SUPERNOVA NUCLEOSYNTHESIS PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 123005
tive to baryonsYne
, Ynm

, andYnt
. These quantities determin

the effects of the neutrino backgrounds on neutrino fla
and type evolution. Using Eq.~9! and assuming adiabati
neutrino evolution, we find that, for a radially travelling ne
trino,

Yne
'AneFLne,50S 10 MeV

^Ene
& D E

En
RES

`

f ne
~Ene

!dEne

2L n̄e,50S 10 MeV

^En̄e
& D G , ~35!

where

Ane
50.723S 1.4 M(

MNS
D 3 S100

4 r 6
3

Rn,6
2 F12A12

Rn,6
2

r 6
2 G 2

~36!

and

f ne
~Ene

!5
1

Tne

3 F2~hne
!

Ene

2

exp~Ene
/Tne

2hne
!11

~37!

is the normalizedne energy distribution function. In Eqs
~35! and~36!, Lne,50 andL n̄e,50 are the neutrino energy lumi

nosities in units of 1050ergs s21 and Rn,6 is the neutrino-
sphere radius in units of 106 cm. In Eq. ~37!, F2(hne

)

[*0
`$x2/@exp(x2hne

)11#%dx is the second-order relativisti

Fermi integral, and the two parametersTne
and hne

can be
specified by fitting the first two energy moments of the n
merical ne energy spectrum from supernova neutrino tra
port calculations. Expressions forYnm

and Ynt
can be ob-

tained in similar manner.
For r *1.5Rn , Eq. ~36! can be rewritten as

FIG. 3. Examplene andnm,t energy distribution functions. Here
we take these functions to be of the form in Eq.~37! with Tne

52.75 MeV,hne
53 ~corresponding tôEne

&511 MeV) andTnm,t

56.76 MeV, hnm,t
53 ~corresponding tô Enm,t

&527 MeV). The
resonance energyEn

RES for neutrino flavor-type transformation
sweeps from low to high energy through the neutrino energy dis
bution functions as a fluid element moves away from the neu
star.
12300
r

-
-

Ane
'0.08S T9

10D S 1.4 M(

MNS
D 4

Rn,6
2 S100

5 . ~38!

Taking, for example,Lne
;L n̄e

;1050 erg s21, ^Ene
&'11

MeV, and^En̄e
&'16 MeV, which are plausibly characteris

tic of neutrino emission at very late times, we haveuYne
u

;0.01 atT9;10 for Rn,651 andS10050.7. Therefore, com-
pared with typical values ofYe;0.4, Yne

, Ynm
, andYnt

can
be neglected. Further, the effects of the neutrino ba
grounds on neutrino flavor and type evolution are especi
small for low values ofS100 @see Eq.~38!#. This is because
important neutrino flavor and type evolution occurs ove
relatively narrow range of temperatures and for a lower
tropy, these temperatures correspond to larger radii@see Eq.
~1!# where neutrino fluxes are smaller.

In order to disable the alpha effect, we would like to ha
the bulk of thene flux at Ene

,20 MeV ~see Fig. 3! trans-
formed away before the point of alpha-particle formati
(T9;10). This requires that thene conversion front be at
En

RES'20 MeV when the neutrino-heated ejecta has reac
the radius corresponding toT9'10. With a typical entropy
of S10050.7 and values ofYe;0.4@Yne

, Ynm
, Ynt

in the
ejecta, we see from Eq.~31! that this requirement is indee
satisfied fordmm* e

2 '6 eV2.
The typical evolution ofYe in the neutrino-heated eject

with nm*
ns plus nm*
ne transformation can then be sum
marized as follows. AtT9;20, the electron fraction has
typical value ofYe;0.4 in equilibrium with thene and n̄e
fluxes. As the ejecta move to regions of lower temperatu
the ne conversion front atEn

RES moves towards the high
energy end of thene energy distribution function and re
moves thene flux at Ene

,En
RES. This suppresses the destru

tion of neutrons and lowersYe somewhat below;0.4.
However,ne conversion coupled with the expansion of th
ejecta causes rapid change in the instantaneous equilib
Ye value,Ye

EQ, and maintainsYe.Ye
EQ. Consequently, con-

version ofne with energies important for determiningYe is
completed atYe.1/3. When the ejecta reach the point
alpha-particle formation atT9;10, thene conversion front is
at En

RES'20 MeV and the bulk of thene flux has been re-
moved. This then defeats the alpha effect which would dr
Ye close to 0.5 if a significant flux ofne existed to destroy
neutrons atT9&10.

Therefore, our scenario ofnm*
ns plus nm*
ne transfor-
mation ensures that 1/3,Ye&0.4 can be obtained andmain-
tained before the onset of rapid neutron capture in t
neutrino-heated ejecta. While this scenario does not lea
very low values ofYe , it nevertheless guarantees a range
Ye that will lead to a successfulr process when combine
with the appropriate entropyS and the dynamic expansio
time scaletDYN in the ejecta.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The alpha effect is the single biggest impediment to o
taining the necessary conditions forr-process nucleosynthe

i-
n
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sis in neutrino-heated ejecta from supernovas. In fact,
effect may also be an obstacle forr-process nucleosynthes
in neutrino-heated ejecta from neutron-star mergers.
central problem is that thene flux causing ejection of bary
ons from deep in the gravitational potential well of the ne
tron star will destroy neutrons viane1n→p1e2 in the re-
gions of alpha-particle formation. This destruction
neutrons then renders the subsequent neutron capture pr
incapable of producing the heavyr-process elements. W
have suggested a scheme of neutrino masses and mi
which could solve this conundrum by removing thene flux
through matter-enhancednm,t
ns plus nm,t
ne transfor-
mation above the regions of efficient neutrino heating
below the regions of alpha-particle formation. This sche
which rescuesr-process nucleosynthesis in neutrino-hea
ejecta originally was not constructed for this purpo
Rather, it was designed to explain simultaneously the s
neutrino data and the anomalous atmosphericnm /ne ratio
and to allow for a hot component of dark matter. Sub
quently, it also explained the LSND signal. In fact, th
scheme with a maximally mixednm-nt doublet split from a
lower-massne-ns doublet by (dm2)LSND*1 eV2 may be the
only one which can escape elimination by recent interpre
tions of the SuperK atmospheric neutrino data@7,25# and by
big bang nucleosynthesis considerations@34#.

While we do not know if there is a way other than invo
ing neutrino mixing to circumvent the alpha effect
neutrino-heated ejecta, attempts at ‘‘astrophysical’’ dodge
this effect made so far~see, e.g., Ref.@11#! seem to be finely
tuned at best. Absent a non-neutrino-physics escape from
alpha effect, we could draw interesting inferences about
lactic chemical evolution were future experiments to revea
neutrino mass schemeother than the one that aids ther pro-
cess. In that case, for example, we could be forced to reth
the origin of the bulk of ther-process material in the Galaxy
In turn, this could have consequences for our understan
of the rates and physics of, e.g., neutron-star mergers. O
could be forced to rethink electromagnetic ejection of ma
rial from supernovas.

In addition to ther-process connection, our scheme
neutrino masses and mixings has interesting conseque
for detection of neutrinos from future Galactic supernov
As the solar neutrino problem is solved byne
ns mixing in
this scheme, sterile neutrinos produced by thenm,t
ns
transformation near the neutron star will be converted i
ne . Therefore, at late times of the supernova process, th
may be a significantincreasein the averagene energy with
no accompanying increase in the averagen̄e energy. Further-
more, it has been shown that neutrino flavor transforma
e,

s
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has important effects on the dynamics of supernova ex
sion @29–32#. Conceivably, neutrino mixing also affects th
nucleosynthesis discussed in Ref.@35#, which occurs shortly
after the supernova explosion. Currently, we are investig
ing the effects of our scheme of neutrino masses and mix
at these early times.

From this work, one conclusion specific to particle phy
ics is that evasion of the alpha effect and, hence, robust
duction of ther-process elements in neutrino-heated eje
seem to require at least one light sterile neutrino species.
have shown here that one neutrino mass scheme to dis
the alpha effect has a maximally mixednm-nt doublet split
from a lower-massne-ns doublet. However, another schem
@33#, which has three light, nearly-degenerate active neu
nos and a heavier sterile neutrino species, has also been
gested to do the same. Though this latter scheme has
attractive feature of a significant increase in the neutron
cess, considerations that do not concern ther process argue
against it. On the other hand, reduction of thene flux dis-
cussed in this paper will not be obtained in a third sche
@36# wherenm
ns mixing explains the atmospheric neutrin
result andne
nt mixing explains the solar neutrino resul
In addition, this third scheme is in trouble with big ban
nucleosynthesis bounds@26#. Finally, if we adopt the neu-
trino mass scheme of this paper, then the splitting betw
the doublets must bedm2*1 eV2 in order to have the ben
eficial effects on ther process. Note that this splitting i
within the LSND range and most likely in the upper sector
it. Of course, these conclusions presuppose thatsomeof the
r-process material in the Galaxy originated in neutrin
heated ejecta~from either supernovas or neutron-star me
ers! and that there is no conventional astrophysical fix for
alpha effect.

Our conclusions will be tested by neutrino experiments
well as and astrophysical observations onr-process nucleo-
synthesis. In any case, it is both surprising and tantaliz
that mixings among active and sterile neutrino species w
small masses can have such profound effects on the phy
of astrophysical objects and the synthesis of the heavies
ements.
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